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This book is intended for readers whose voice needs improvement due to poor intonation habits, and/or social-cultural-psychological conditioning. If you have medical issues impacting voice (such allergies or nasal congestion), vocal damage (such as raspy, broken, or frequent loss of voice), or other physical conditions which impact your voice, see medical doctors for support. This book is not intended as, and should in no way be considered a substitute for medical treatment.

No part of this document shall be reproduced in any form whatsoever, stored in a retrieval system, broadcasted, transmitted, or translated into any kind of language, in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without the express prior written permission from the author. Violations may subject the violator to legal prosecution. Report copyright violations to: legal@nipreston.com.

No responsibility for the loss occasioned to any person acting or refraining from action as a result of the material in this publication can be accepted by the author or publisher.

No patent liability is assumed with respect to the use of the information contained herein. The author and publisher assume no responsibility for errors or omissions. Neither is any liability assumed for damages resulting from the use of information contained herein.
“The human voice is the organ of the soul.”

— Henry Longfellow

“Our voice is a beautiful instrument, but many of us forget to take full advantage of this wonderful gift. Access your best voice, and you'll access your best self!”

— Preston Ni
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Introduction

Do you like the sound of your voice? Does your tone of voice benefit or hurt you in your life? Would you like to access your strongest and most attractive sounding voice?

I once moderated a Fortune 500 company meeting where three senior vice presidents answered employee questions about professional advancement. Prior to the event, I asked a technician if these three executives (a woman and two men), whom I had not yet met, should be hooked-up with microphones. “Oh no,” he replied, “you listen to their voices, and you immediately know why they’re vice-presidents!”

In my twenty years of communication training and coaching, I notice one consistency about voice: a person with a strong, attractive voice has a big advantage over a person with a weak, unattractive voice. A person with a good voice commands attention, gets interrupted less, and is more likely to be perceived as a leader.

This practical book will show you many tips and strategies to help improve the tone of your voice, so you can command greater attention and respect. Whether your goal is to sound more clearly and powerfully in your professional life, personal life, or both, the instructions outlined in this book may show you how.
There’s more to this excerpt!
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